### COTTOFORTE NATURA
**ecological oil and water repellent for terracotta**

#### Line
- terracotta "natura"

#### Function
**IMPREGNATOR, ANTI-STAIN, OIL & WATER REPELLENT.**
- Protects against water, oils and greasy substances penetration.
- Makes the treated surface dirt repellent avoiding the making of stains

#### Materials
- Terracotta, bricks and all kind of materials of medium or/and high porosity

#### How to use
- The surface to be treated must be clean; the product can be applied also on damp surfaces. Pour the product on the surface to be treated and spread it evenly by a sponge or low pressure mechanical (or pneumatic) dispenser.
- Apply the product "by refusal" (till the surface absorbs it). After some minutes remove the eventual excess of product on surface by a clean cotton cloth.
- For very porous and absorbing materials a further application, applied "wet on wet", can be necessary.
- On polished surfaces, after drying, an eventual excess of product can originate opacifications; in this case, to remove the excess, polish by a floor-polisher equipped with a felt

#### Packaging
- LT.1-5-10

#### Characteristics
- Contains emulsifying organic polymers, water

#### Important
- A PRELIMINARY TEST IN A SMALL, HIDDEN, AREA IS RECOMMENDED BEFORE THE APPLICATION.
- USE ONLY ORIGINAL CONTAINERS; NEVER POUR THE PRODUCT INTO OTHER METAL OR GLASS CONTAINERS. The product CANNOT STAND THE FROST.